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chain gang music
BAND S TORY

"
The 212C Record Label is home to
over 20 different artists and producers
working together to bring you 100
percent original hip-hop, r &b, rock,
and reggae music. They also offer
instrumental tracks for any thriving
solo artist or group. This company,
and many of its artists, have stood the
test of time with there unique style
and skill, on and off of the
microphone.
The unique mixture of genres comes
from many years of reggae and
hip-hop production, mixed with the
sounds of the new styles of music that
we all love. That means we must
always search for the ones who stand
out now and hold on to the ones who
can change with the times.
We're also woking very hard to please
our listeners. Keeping a strong fan
base means working hard to stay up
to date on information about the artist
and new materials we'er working on.
It also means having a place where
they can go to check out our artists
and also download free songs. If you
have any questions or comments, feel
free to send us a
"
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About the Chain Gang Music

The 212C Record Label is home to over

20 different artists and producers working together to bring
you 100 percent original hip-hop, r &b, rock, and reggae
music. They also offer instrumental tracks for any thriving
solo artist or group. This company, and many of its artists,
have stood the test of time with there unique style and skill,
on and off of the microphone.
The unique mixture of genres comes from many years of
reggae and hip-hop production, mixed with the sounds of the
new styles of music that we all love. That means we must
always search for the ones who stand out now and hold on to
the ones who can change with the times.
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Love Me If You Dare

Reggae

The Only One

Reggae

The unique mixture of genres comes from many years of
reggae and hip-hop production, mixed with the sounds of the
new styles of music that we all love. That means we must
always search for the ones who stand out now and hold on to
the ones who can change with the times.
We're also woking very hard to please our listeners. Keeping
a strong fan base means working hard to stay up to date on
information about the artist and new materials we'er working
on. It also means having a place where they can go to check
out our artists and also download free songs. If you have any
questions or comments, feel free to send us a message.

CHECK OUT MY ARTIST @ HIT QUARTERS . ALL AUDIO
PLAY BACK : HIT QUARTERS ADISON SKYE. HIT
QUARTERS JAH KARI.
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